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Figure 1; Sources of emissions covered in each of the three scopes [Reproduced from GHG
Protocol Accounti ng and Reporti ng Standardl
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A 
growingnumberoforganisadons

l{ nowmeasure andreport their
L lemissions of GHGs, however the
truth can easilyfall lnto the gap where the
inherant need to maximise appearances
meets the realltles of buslnesses and the
complexityof schemes. The largest of the
mandatory schemes are the European Union's
Emission Trading System (EU ETS)I and the
US' GHG Reporting Rule (MRR)2. Voluntary
programmes include the Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDPF and the North American
Climate Regisb/.

The key set of procedures from which
reporting schemes have been developed
are those of the GHG Protocol Initiatives.
These comprise a set of guidelines and
tools that outline how emissions are to be
accounted for. Many schemes incorporate
the six GHGs specified by the Kyoto protocolo
- carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofl uorocarbons, perfl uorinated carbons
and sulphur hexafluoride - but only a few
consider all three emission categories as
identified bythe GHG Protocol (see Figure f ).
These are:
rScopel -d i rect

o Scope 2 - indirect (energy usage)
o Scope 3 - other indirect (lifecycle and
supply chain).

who covers whot?
The EU's Emission Trading System and
the US's Reporting Rule limit corporate
reporting to scope I emissions, whilst
the Australian National Greenhouse and

EnerryRegister (NGER)? and the Carbon
Reduction Commitment (CRC)B Energy
Efficienry programme recently introduced
in the UK, seekto extend the boundaries
of mandatory reporting to include scope
2 gases. In the case of voluntary schemes,
organisations can also choose to report scope 3
emissions. Summaries of the main guides and
programmes are presented in Tables I and 2.

wcrys to oppeqr neutrol
It should be noted that the boundary for
reporting GHG emissions is determined
by ownership and the degree of control
an organisation exerts over the business
entities responsible for the actual emissions.
In this regard, most companies onlyhave
a statutory obligation to report and track
liabilities associated with scope I gases. Whilst
responsibilities can be extended to scope
2 gases, other indirect (scope 3) emissions
do not have to be reported because they are
controlled or owned by other organisations.

Most organisations are aware of a need
to reduce the emissions of GHGs, but there
will always be pressure from management
to ensure that the effort and cost involved in
collecting and collating the necessary data is
kept to a minimum. More significantly, there
will be concems at board level and within legal
departrnents that subscribing to schemes and
presenting results in reports such as those that
accompany financial accounts may create a
record trail that could expose companies to
future liabilities. As a consequence, uptake of
emissions reporting has been guarded.

Whilst the marketing objective is to
demonstrate that a business is carbon neutral,
the following examples show how companies
have started to account for their emissions,
commonly by under-reporting or by exploiting
differences in scope categories:

Q fi-it reporting to those areas of the
business where emissions can be measured or
computed most easily. This usually includes
the followingmix (see Figure 2): stationary
and mobile sources of combustion; purchased
electricity; and business travel.

@ O-it supplychain / scope 3 emissions.
The GHGs embedded in the goods and
services that a companypurchases from
other parties to generate revenue and grow its
balance sheet can represent up to as much as



90% of an organisation's total emissions.

O nu.,rt  report ing oIr the one gas - COr.

Emissions of other gases such have a higher

warming potential, but until recently there

has only been a requirement to determine

values voluntarily. This will change with the

introduction of mandatory reporting in the US

and proposals to increase the scope of the EU

trading scheme when Phase 2 ends in2012.

@ Ourro,rrce manufacturing capabilities to

companies located in other countries. This

is an approach that the developed nations

have unwittingly used to reduce reported

emissions since the mid-1990s.

@ Ur" subsicliaries in regiorts where

report ing is not mandatory. This is an
effective technique that international
corporations have used to move large
quantities of gas'off-booki

O tnvest in, but do not own or hold a

controlling interest in organisations that

are large emitters of greenhouse gases.

Organisational boundaries can be based on

either a) direct ownership or b) financial or

operational control. In line with statutory

accounting rules, many organisations limit

the reporting of emissions to those entities

that they control financially. Others, such as

banks may elect to use operational control

where this serves to minimise reporting of the

scope 3 emissions generated by the proiects

they invest in.

@ n"fy on an econotnic downturn to

reduce emissions or close/mothball assets

that previously have been allocated large

emission quotas.

G) p.,.chase offsets. This is a popular

method that was simpler to use when certified

offsets were freely available and the process

less open to question. Offsets allow a business

to claim neutrality at little cost, but the
technique usually overlooks the quantities

of gases generated by those companies
supplying goods and services to the business.

@ S,rn-i t  emissions clata in a t imely
nlanner to a voluntary reporting scheme.

This demonstrates a company's commitment
to reporting and commonly earns high marks

in annual surveys, but does not necessarily

refl ect true emissions performance.

@ n"fy on good advert is ing copy.This is  an

effective marketing technique widely used in

corporate social responsibility (CSR) circles.

CI wcry forword
Few companies have undertaken a detailed
analysis of the scopes that make up their
'carbon footprinti This is unfortunate as

collating scope 3 data may have a significant
role to play in identiffing energy efficiency
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Figure 2: The
emlssions that can fall
outside of the carbon

neutral envelope

equity positions of stake holders.

The challenge remains for chemical

engineers to learn to quantify emissions,
particularly as the discipline is responsible for
processes that are amongst some of the most

carbon intensive in the world. tce

Robin Huttenbach (robin.huttenbach@
gmail.com) is a consultant process

engineer. Visit www. petrolog.typepad.com/

climate_ch ange/ for more information on
the reporting of greenhouse gases.
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gains and by inference, reductions in supply
chain costs can be made.

At the same time regulatory and good

governance initiatives continue to push

for greater disclosure of the risks that
such emissions may impose on the future
performance of companies - see the guidance

notes released by the Securities and Exchange

Commission, work to develop a standard set

of guidelines for corporate reportingto and a
brief issued by the World Resources Institute

on howthe emission profiles of investments
can be aligned more closely to the debt and
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Juisdiction Guidance or standard Focus
GHGs

coveted
Scope

I
Scope

2
Scope

3

International
GHG Protocol: Accounting and
Reportinq Standard

Published 2004. Internationally recognised procedure for preparing
verifiable emission reports. Supported bv calculation tools.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes Yes Optional

lnternational
t so '14064- '1 .2&3 :
GHG Accountino & Verification

Published 2006. Modelled on the GHG Protocol. Used to quantify,
reoort and verifv GHG emissions at oroanisation and oroiect level.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes Yes Optional

North
America

The Climate Registry [ICR):
General Reportino Protocol

First published 2008. Guidelines and calculation tools for voluntary
emissions reoortinq oroorammes.

All 6 Kyoto gases
olus ootional oases

Yes Yes Optional

lntemational
BSI PAS 2050: Soecification for
the Assessment of Life Cycle GHG
Emissions of Goods & Services

Published 2008. Detailed technical spec to be used with a guide
that presents worked examples of the carbon footprint of goods
and services.

Ail Yes Yes Yes

lnternational
BSI PAS 2060: Specification for
the Demonstration of Carbon
Neutralitv

Published 2010. Details quantification, reduction and offsetting of
GHG emissions to achieve / demonstrate carbon neutralitv.

Atl Yes Yes Yes

UK
DEFRA Guidance: How to
Measure and Report Your GHG
Emissions

Published 2009. Details procedure that organisations wishing to
measure and reduce GHG emissions should adopt.

All 6 Kyoto gases
plus others if

deemed material
Yes Yes Discre

-tionary

lnternational
GHG Protocol: Product Life Cycle
and Suoolv Chain Standards

Detailed procedures to be issued late 2010. Atl Yes Yes Yes

lnternational
ISO 14067-1 & 2: Carbon Footorint
of Products

Standard to quantify and communicate the GHG emissions
of goods and services. Builds on life cycle assessments (lSO
14O4O/44) and environmental labeling and declarations (lSO
140251. To be oublished in 2011.

Atl Yes Yes Yes

lntemational
Climate Disclosure Standards
Board (CDSB)

Developing standard guidelines for corporate reporting of
emissions.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes
Dependant

on
ownershio

Optional

Jurisdiction Prcgnmme Description GHGs
covered

Scopa
I

Scope
2

Scope
3

Europe
EU Emissions Trading System
Directive 2003/87lEC olus
amendments.

Mandatory reporting for stationary sources emitting > 25,000Vy
CO' Phase 2 runs from 2OO8-12 and includes member states of
the EU plus Norway, lceland and Liechtenstein. Aircraft operations
included from 2010.
Changes proposed for Phase 3 include centralised allocation of
permits, auctioning of permits and inclusion of additional GHGs.

CO, Yes

US GHG Reporting Rule, 40 CFR
Section 98

Federal reporting program introduced by the EPA in 2010.
Mandatory for all installations emitting >25,000Vy COr. Includes
mobile sources.

All 6 Kyoto gases
olus additional

fluorinated qases
Yes

US
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
(RGGr)

First mandatory cap and trade scheme in the US. 10 north-eastern
and mid Atlantic states aim to reduce power plant emissions 10olo
by 2018. Permits auctioned and profits invested in clean energy
alternatives. Offsets permitted.

CO, Yes

US Western Climate Initiative (WCl)
Regional, voluntary cap and trade scheme that aims to reduce
participant GHG emissions 15% by 2020. Includes Canadian and
US orqanisations. Threshold > 25.000Vv CO-.

All6 Kyoto gases Yes

US California Climate Action Reoister
(ccAR)

Voluntary scheme that started in 2001 . Now requires participants
to submit reports to the Climate Registry. Threshold > 25,000Vy
CO". Includes stationary and mobile sources of GHGs.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes Yes Optional

US EIA 1605b Program
Voluntary program established under the Energy Policy Act of
1992 to encouraoe comoanies to reoort GHG emissions.

All 6 Kyoto gases +
CFCs

Yes

US EPA Climate Leaders
Voluntary program launched in 20Q2. EPA and partners work with
individual companies to reduce GHG emissions and raise energy
efficiencies.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes

Canada
GHG Emissions Reporting
Prooram {GHGRP)

Mandatory reporting scheme managed by the federal authorities.
Facilitv threshold >50.000Uv CO^.

co2' cH4
and N^O

Yes

Austnlia
National Greenhouse and Energy
Register (NGER)

Mandatory program for facilities emitting >25,000 and
corporations >87,500Vy CO,.

All 6 Kyoto gases
plus addit ional

fluorinated qases
Yes Yes Optional

Japan
GHG Accounting and Reporting
System

Mandatory program for facilities emitting >3,000t CO/y.Thnd
party verification not required and restricted publication of data
received.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes Yes

Japan
Voluntary Emissions Trading
Svstem (JVETS) Subsidies provided to help participants reach targets. CO, Yes

UK CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme

Mandatory reporting of CO, emissions generated by the
consumption of electricity, gas and other fuels. Footprint year -
2010. Allowances to be purchased from April 201 1. Registration
threshold: organisations consuming >6000 MWh of electricity in
2008.

CO, Yes Yes

lnternational Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
Voluntary disclosure of emissions. Tabulates and published global
results annuallv.

All 6 Kyoto gases Yes Yes Optional

Table 1: Examples of GHG reporting guides and standards

Table 2: Examphs of national and rcgional GHG rcpofting p'og€,m,|],es. AIso consult the GHG Protocol\ website lor infonnation about the
repofting schemes that have been developed for Brczil, China, lndia, Mexico and the Philippines,

fUfthef IeCIdng HomePage.aspx 8. decc.govuk/en/content/cms/what we do/
4, www.theclimateregistry.org/ lc-ul:/crc/userjuidance/user-guidance.aspx

l. httpi//ec.europa.eu/edvironment/climat/ s. www.ghgprotocol.orglstandards/ 9, wu/w.sec.gov/rules/inrerp/2010/33-9106.
emission/mrg_en.htm publicatioN pdf
2. www.epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/ 6. http://unfccc.int/kyoto_plotocol/ lo. www.cdsb-global.org/
ghgrulemaking.hrml items/283o.php 11. www.wd.ory/publication/accounting-
3. https://www.cdproject.net/en-Us/Pages/ 7. www.climatechange.govau/reporting for-risk
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